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There are a number of sources of randomness that arise in military airlift operations. However, the cost of
uncertainty can be difficult to estimate, and is easy to overestimate if we use simplistic decision rules. Using
data from Canadian military airlift operations, we study the effect of uncertainty in customer demands as
well as aircraft failures, on the overall cost. The system is first analyzed using the types of myopic decision rules widely used in the research literature. The performance of the myopic policy is then compared
to the results obtained using robust decisions which account for the uncertainty of future events. These are
obtained by modeling the problem as a dynamic program, and solving Bellman’s equations using approximate dynamic programming. The experiments show that even approximate solutions to Bellman’s equations
produce decisions that reduce the cost of uncertainty.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of military airlift involves managing a fleet of aircraft to serve customer
demands to move passengers or freight. Each aircraft is characterized by a vector of
attributes, some of which may be dynamic, such as the current location, the earliest
time when it can be used to serve a demand, whether it is currently loaded or empty
and measures of operability. Each of the demands (known in the military as “requirements”) is also described using features such as the type of demand, their origin, the
type of aircraft that is required to serve the demand, their priority, and the pickup
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and delivery time windows. The aircraft have to undertake tasks such as picking up
and moving the passengers and goods, and moving empty to another location to serve
demands arising there. The demands are made up of a mixture of scheduled requests,
which are known in advance, and dynamic requests, which arrive over time with varying degrees of advance notice. Other forms of uncertainty, such as the random failure
of equipment, can also occur.
Military airlift (and sealift) problems have typically been modeled either as deterministic linear (or integer) programs or with simulation models which can handle
various forms of uncertainty. Much of the work on deterministic optimization models
started at the Naval Postgraduate School with the Mobility Optimization Model ([Wing
et al. 1991]). [Yost 1994] describes the development of THRUPUT which is a static airlift model which does not capture the timing of events. THRUPUT and the Mobility
Optimization Model were combined to produce THRUPUT II ([Rosenthal et al. 1997])
which modeled airlift operations in the context of a time-dependent model. A similar model produced by RAND called CONOP (CONcept of OPerations) is described in
[Killingsworth and Melody 1997]. Both THRUPUT II and CONOP possess desirable
features which were merged in a system called NRMO ([Baker et al. 2002]). These
models could all be solved using mathematical programming packages. [Crino et al.
2004] addresses the problem of routing and scheduling vehicles in the context of theater operations. The resulting model was solved using group-theoretic tabu search.
Despite the attention given to math programming-based models, there remains considerable interest in the use of simulation models, primarily because of their ability to
handle uncertainty as well as the flexibility in capturing complex operational issues.
The Argonne National Laboratory developed TRANSCAP to simulate the deployment
of forces from Army bases ([Burke et al. 2004]). TRANSCAP is a discrete-event simulation module developed using the simulation language MODSIM III. The Air Mobility
Command at Scott Air Force Base uses a simulation model, AMOS (derived from an
earlier model known as MASS), to model airlift operations for policy studies. These
simulation models provide for a high level of realism, but they use simple myopic policies (such as finding the closest aircraft to serve a requirement) that do not produce
robust solutions.
Since 1956 ([Dantzig and Ferguson 1956]) there has been interest in solving problems where decisions explicitly account for uncertainty in the future. Much of this
work has evolved within the discipline of stochastic programming, which focuses on
representing uncertainty within linear programs. [Mulvey et al. 1995] provides an introduction to the use of stochastic programming in a variety of applications, including
a model called STORM which was designed to introduce uncertainty into the military airlift problem. [Midler and Wollmer 1969] accounts for uncertainty in demands,
while [Goggins 1995] proposes an extension of THRUPUT II to handle uncertainty in
aircraft reliability. [Niemi 2000] proposes a stochastic programming model which captures uncertainty in ground times. [Morton et al. 2003] introduced SSDM (Stochastic
Sealift Deployment Model) to model sealift operations in the presence of possible attacks. [List et al. 2003] illustrates the use of stochastic programming for fleet sizing,
which can be thought of as a design question, while our focus is on how to control a
fleet under uncertainty.
Our analysis approach is based on the field of approximate dynamic programming
(ADP) ([Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis 1996], [Sutton and Barto 1998], [Powell 2007]) which
solves Bellman’s equation by approximating the value function using statistical methods. This general strategy has been adapted to multistage, stochastic optimization
problems in order to combine the power of mathematical programming (which is
needed to handle the high dimensional problems that arise in transportation) with
the flexibility of simulation (see, for example, [Powell and Van Roy 2004]) using the
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framework of dynamic programming. ADP is a simulation-based optimization algorithm. However, the resulting policies are not optimal, so the research challenge is to
show that we can obtain high quality solutions that are robust under different scenarios.
ADP produces decisions that are robust, which is to say that they work well under
different potential outcomes in the future. A model might send five aircraft to handle
work that could be covered by three or four aircraft in anticipation of possible aircraft
failures. It might also position extra aircraft at locations which can handle potential
failures in nearby locations. In our work, we use ADP to produce robust decisions, and
we show that the decisions produced using ADP are, in fact, less sensitive to uncertainty.
This paper makes the following contributions. 1) It provides an optimization-based
model of airlift operations that enables as much detail as existing simulation models (comparable to that used in [Wu et al. 2009] and existing airlift simulators). 2) It
demonstrates, using data from Canadian airlift operations, that ADP will produce robust solutions by showing that decisions perform better over a range of scenarios than
decisions produced using myopic or deterministic models. 3) We quantify the value of
advance information, and show that the value of advance information is reduced when
we use robust decisions. 4) We quantify the impact of random demands and random
equipment failures with and without using robust decisions. The techniques we use in
this paper have been used elsewhere (notably [Topaloglu and Powell 2006]), but this
is the first time that we have explicitly demonstrated robust behavior using ADP. In
addition, we show that robust behavior changes in a significant way the cost of uncertainty in the context of a military airlift problem.
Section 2 provides a model of the Canadian military airlift problem using the notation and vocabulary of dynamic resource management. In section 3, we describe our
strategy for obtaining robust policies using an ADP approach where we account for the
effect of decisions now on the future operation. Section 4 reports on a series of simulations which address the question of estimating the cost of uncertainty, and how this
estimate depends on the type of decision function that we use. We provide concluding
remarks in section 5.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we present a model of the Canadian airlift problem. We model the airlift
problem as a two-layer, heterogeneous resource allocation problems, where “aircraft”
and “demands” represent the two resource layers. We represent the characteristics of
an aircraft using
a = Vector of attributes describing an aircraft, e.g., type, location, time of
availability.
A = Set of all possible aircraft attributes.
The time of availability of an aircraft denotes the actionable time, which is the earliest
point in time when the plane can be assigned to a new demand or moved empty to
another location. For example, a plane that is enroute to a destination will generally
not be actionable until it arrives.
Similarly we use b to represent the vector of attributes (such as origin, departure
time window and knowable time) of a demand and B the set of all possible attributes
of demands. The knowable time of a demand represents the time at which it becomes
known (often referred to as the “call-in” time). In the Canadian airlift problem, some
demands are known in advance, while others are “dynamic” and only become known
as the system evolves.
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Instead of having hard constraints on the time windows for serving demands, we
impose a penalty for moving the demand after the end of the time window. We assume
that the beginning of the departure time window is the earliest time that a demand is
available to be moved.
Letting “A” denote aircraft, the state of the aircraft is described using
A
Rta
= The number of aircraft with attribute a at time t just before we make a
decision,

A
A
.
Rt = Rta
a∈A
D
Similarly, letting “D” represent demands, Rtb
denotes the number of demands
with

D
.
The
attribute b at time t just before we make a decision and RtD the vector Rtb
b∈B

state of the system can be written as Rt = RtA , RtD .
We now define decisions as actions that can change the state of the system. For
the Canadian airlift problem, the only decisions for aircraft are how to move a demand, whether to move aircraft empty to a location, or whether to do nothing. Letting
D denote the different types of decisions, we use the following notation to represent
decisions:

xtad = Number of resources with attribute a acted on with a decision of type
d ∈ D using the information available at time t,
xt = Vector of all types of decisions acting on all the aircraft at time t,
= (xtad )a∈A,d∈D .
For our model, D includes decisions to reposition empty to a location, and decisions to
move a type of demand.
Next, we introduce the notion of a policy π which is a rule for choosing a decision
given the information available. We use Π to denote the set of all policies. Decisions
are made using a decision function which we represent using
Xtπ (Rt ) = Function returning a feasible decision vector xt at time t under a policy
π when we are in resource state Rt .
We typically have a family of decision functions, where for π ∈ Π, Xtπ is a particular
decision function. Our challenge, stated formally below, is to choose the best decision
function.
In addition to the decisions, exogenous information may also bring about changes
in the resource attributes. This could involve new customer demands, changes to an
existing customer demand or equipment failures. We let
Wt = Exogenous information arriving between times t − 1 and t.
We let ω be an instance of (W1 , W2 , . . . , WT ), where ω ∈ Ω, Ω is the set of all sample
realizations of exogenous information, and T is the number of time periods in our
model. In a formal stochastic model, we would define a probability space (Ω, F, P)
where (Ft )Tt=1 is a set of filtrations on Ω, and P is a probability measure on (Ω, F). We
note that by construction, the decision function Xtπ (Rt ) is Ft -measurable. We adopt the
notational style that any variable indexed by t is Ft -measurable.
We use a transition function, RM , to capture the evolution of the system (described
in detail in Appendix A.1) over time as a result of the decisions and the exogenous
information. We use the following transition function to represent this evolution,
Rt+1 = RM (Rt , xt , Wt+1 ).

(1)

We now define a contribution function that captures the benefit of activities such
as moving a demand, as well as penalties and bonuses for specific behaviors. Table
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Table I. Illustration of different elements of the contributions
from assigning an aircraft to a demand.
Contribution-category
Demand satisfaction
Repositioning cost
Appropriate aircraft type
Requires modification
Special maintenance at airbase
Total “contribution”

“Cost”/“Bonus” ($)
18000
-17000
5000
-3000
-1000
2000

I illustrates the different types of penalties and bonuses that are used to evaluate a
decision. In practice, these numbers would reflect a combination of measured statistics
(e.g. lateness in moving a requirement, use of an appropriate aircraft type, did the
aircraft require modification) multiplied by coefficients that reflect the importance of
each dimension to a planner, which is a subjective judgment. These will typically be
a mixture of hard-dollar components, for example, the cost of moving to a particular
location, and soft-dollar components, such as a penalty for serving a demand late, or a
bonus for using a particular type of aircraft to move passengers. We define
ctad = The contribution from acting on a resource (aircraft) with attribute a
using a decision of type d ∈ D at time t,
Ct (Rt , xt ) = The total contribution at time t given state Rt and action xt
XX
=
ctad xtad .
a∈A d∈D

We note that we are using the standard language of dynamic programming when writing the total contribution as a function of Rt . In our model, the contribution is purely
a function of xt , which itself is a function of Rt . However, in a more realistic model,
the cost of assigning an aircraft might depend on the congestion at an airbase or the
queue of aircraft waiting for refueling or maintenance.
The Canadian airlift problem involves finding the best decision function (policy)
Xtπ (Rt ) that solves
( T
)
X
max E
C (Rt , Xtπ (Rt )) .
(2)
π∈Π

t=0

We could solve this problem using a myopic policy by stepping through time, using
a sequence of assignment problems such as is illustrated in Fig. 1. At time t, we would
consider aircraft and demands that are known now (at time t) but may be actionable
now or at some time t0 > t in the future. These problems are typically quite small
and can be solved very quickly. Most of the computer time is spent in generating the
network and computing the costs. For airlift problems, simply determining the cost of
an option can be expensive (this may require running a small simulation to determine
if the intermediate air bases have the capacity to handle the aircraft).
The value of using dynamic programming as a framework for approximately solving
(2) is not just to obtain a better solution, but to obtain a more realistic solution. A
myopic policy might ignore, for example, the inability of a particular location to solve
maintenance problems for specific types of aircraft. It would also ignore the fact that
we might need four aircraft at a location when we only anticipate needing three, simply
because one of the aircraft may need unscheduled maintenance. We may also need
additional aircraft to handle delays in inbound aircraft due to weather. These decisions
have to reflect the actual state of the system, since unexpected failures and delays
will require changes to the plan. In this paper, we are particularly interested in our
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Requirements

California
Germany
Taiwan

England
New Jersey
New Jersey
Colorado

Fig. 1. An assignment problem considering multiple aircraft and demands.

ability to find robust policies, since these may have the effect of reducing the cost of
uncertainty, which can impact the value of investments designed to reduce uncertainty.
3. SOLUTION STRATEGY

The most common strategies for solving equation (2) are either a) to use rule-based
policies within a simulator or b) to formulate the entire problem deterministically as a
single, large linear (or integer) program. [Morton et al. 2003] uses stochastic programming for a version of the sealift problem, limited to solve problems with a very small
set of scenarios, and unable to model the movement of ships, congestion at ports, and
the possibility that decisions within the model may actually influence random events
(e.g. the behavior of the enemy). The Canadian airlift problem is an instance of a multistage stochastic integer program. The central thesis of this paper is that solving this
stochastic optimization problem will produce robust strategies that are less sensitive
to noise, a claim that is supported by our numerical experiments. The challenge is that
the resulting optimization problem for finding optimal policies is computationally intractable. In this section, we show how to use the techniques of approximate dynamic
programming to solve multistage linear programs. Our strategy is based on the concepts given in [Powell 2007].
In the remainder of this section, we describe the solution of this problem using ADP.
3.1. Approximate Dynamic Programming

We can solve our problem using dynamic programming where we let Vt (Rt ) be the
value of being in state Rt . Bellman’s optimality equation would then be written

Vt (Rt ) = max C(Rt , xt ) + E{Vt+1 (RM (Rt , xt , Wt+1 ))|Rt }
(3)
xt ∈Xt

where the feasible region Xt satisfies non-negativity and integrality of the decision
variables as well as conservation of flow. Here, RM (Rt , xt , Wt+1 ) gives the state Rt+1
as a function of the current state Rt , the decisions xt and the new information Wt+1 .
We note that our constraint set only captures constraints that directly act on our choice
of xt such as conservation of flow or limits on which aircraft can handle a particular
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requirement. In a more traditional math programming formulation, we would also
have to include in the constraint set the equations that govern the evolution of the
system over time (these are now captured in the transition function in equation (1)).
Using standard techniques, Bellman’s equation can be solved to optimality and the
existence of optimal solutions is proved in works on traditional dynamic programming
such as [Puterman 1994]. However, such techniques encounter the classic curse of
dimensionality. We avoid this by breaking the transition function into two steps: the
transition from the pre-decision state variable Rt to the post-decision state Rtx , where
Rtx is the state of the system at time t, immediately after we have made a decision. We
break the resource transition function RM (·) into two functions which produce
Rtx = RM,x (Rt , xt ),
Rt+1 = R

M,W

(4)

(Rtx , Wt+1 ).

(5)

Using the pre- and post-decision states allows us to break Bellman’s equation into
two steps, given by
Vt (Rt ) = max (C(Rt , xt ) + Vtx (Rtx )) ,

(6)

xt ∈Xt

Vtx (Rtx ) = E {Vt+1 (Rt+1 )|Rtx } ,

(7)
Vtx (Rtx )

where Vt (Rt ) is the traditional value of being in (pre-decision) state Rt , while
is the value of being in post-decision state Rtx . Note that, when considered separately,
equation (6) is completely deterministic, while equation (7) involves nothing more than
an expectation (which is computationally intractable for most applications, including
ours).
We note that using a post-decision state is not an approximation (this idea is used
in all decision trees). Calculating the value function around the post-decision state
is equivalent to computing the expectation in (3) given the current state and action
(which deterministically gives us the post-decision state). Once we have made a decision (by solving (6)), we step forward in time, at which point we learn if an aircraft has
been delayed or if there has been an equipment failure. The marginal value of additional resources, computed after this information becomes known, is smoothed in the
value function computed as a function of the post-decision state.
The next step is to replace the function Vtx (Rtx ) with an approximation. There are a
number of strategies we can use. For our work, we used
Vtx (Rtx ) = V̄t (Rtx )
X
x
=
V̄ta (Rta
),
a∈A

where

x
)
V̄ta (Rta

x
is piecewise linear and concave in Rta
, given by
 x

bRta c
X
x
x
x
x
V̄ta (Rta
) = 
v̄ta (r) + (Rta
− bRta
c)v̄ta (bRta
c) ,

(8)

r=0

where bRc is the largest integer less than or equal to R. This function, illustrated in
Fig. 2 is parameterized by the slopes (v̄ta (r)) for r = 0, 1, . . . , Rmax , where Rmax is an
x
upper bound on the number of resources of a particular type, while bRta
c is the actual
number of resources (rounded down) with attribute a at time t. This approximation has
worked well in a number of fleet management problems ([Powell and Godfrey 2002],
[Powell and Topaloglu 2005], [Topaloglu and Powell 2006], [Wu et al. 2009]).
The approximation of the value function is done using an iterative procedure. We let
n denote the iteration counter obtained while following sample path ω n . Let Rtn be the
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Vt ( Rtax )
vta (1)

vta (0)

Rtax
Fig. 2. Illustration of piecewise linear value function approximation.

state at time t while following sample path ω n . At iteration n, we solve the decision
problem given by

xnt (Rtn ) = arg maxn C(Rtn , xt ) + V̄tn−1 (RM,x (Rtn , xt )) .
(9)
xt ∈Xt

For our application, equation (9) is an integer program (specifically, an integer multicommodity flow problem) which can be solved using a commercial solver. Let Ṽt (Rtn ) be
the objective function value obtained by solving (9). We can update our value function
using estimates of the derivative of Ṽt (Rt ) with respect to Rt . If we compute this in a
brute force manner, we would compute
n
v̂ta
= Ṽt (Rtn + eta ) − Ṽt (Rtn )

where eta is a vector of 0’s with a 1 in the element corresponding to (t, a). In practice,
we often use the dual variable of the linear
programming relaxation of (9) associated
P
with the flow conservation constraint, d∈D xtad = Rta .
The last step of the process is to use the vector v̂tn to update the value function
x,n
x,n
n−1
approximation V̄t−1
(Rt−1
) around the previous post-decision state Rt−1
. Assume that
x,n
r = Rt−1,a is the number of cargo aircraft with attribute a at t − 1 after we made our
previous decision. We would then update the slope corresponding to r using
n−1
n
n
v̄t−1,a
(r) = (1 − αn−1 )v̄t−1,a
(r) + αn−1 v̂ta
,

(10)

where αn−1 is a stepsize. In our work, we used the adaptive stepsize given in [George
and Powell 2006]. After this update, we might find we have a concavity violation, which
n
n
is to say that we no longer have v̄t−1,a
(r) ≥ v̄t−1,a
(r + 1) for all r. This is easily fixed using any of the methods described in [Powell and Godfrey 2001], [Topaloglu and Powell
2003] or [Powell et al. 2004]. For ease of reference, we are going to refer to the entire
process of updating the value function using
x,n
n−1
n
x
x
V̄t−1
(Rt−1
) = U V (V̄t−1
(Rt−1
), Rt−1
, v̂tn ).

Here, U V (·) refers to any of a variety of methods for updating value functions given the
new observation v̂tn . Different methods are reviewed in [Lagoudakis and Parr 2003],
[Menache et al. 2005], [Sutton and Barto 1998], [Bertsekas 2009], and [Szepesvari
2010], to name a few.
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Fig. 3. Decision-problem, assigning aircraft to demands or to locations.

3.2. The decision problem

At any one point in time, aircraft can be assigned to demands, or moved to physical
locations (see Fig. 3). A movement to a different physical location has the effect of creating an aircraft with a modified vector of attributes in the future. Decisions can also
modify the attributes without moving the aircraft to another location (e.g. reconfiguring the aircraft).
We model the assignment of aircraft to demands as a network, with one node for
each aircraft (more precisely, each type of aircraft) and one for each type of demand.
From each aircraft node (these nodes may have a supply of zero, one or more than
one aircraft) we either generate an assignment arc (to a demand) or an arc to a node
from which we have a series of parallel arcs which model a piecewise linear value
function. These parallel arcs capture the marginal value of an additional aircraft with
a particular set of attributes.
The problem in Fig. 3 is a linear program which can be mathematically expressed as
!
XX
X
n−1
n
x
xt = arg maxn
ctad xtad +
V̄ta0 (Rta0 ) ,
(11)
xt ∈Xt

a∈A d∈D

a0 ∈A

x
n
where Rta
= RM,x (Rta
, xta ) and the feasible set, Xtn , is defined by the flow conservation
constraint,
X
n
xtad = Rta
,
(12)
d∈D
n−1
x
as well as the requirement that a demand needs to be covered only once. V̄ta
(Rta
0)
0
0
is a piecewise linear function of the total flow into attribute node a at time t. The
decision problem (11) is solved for a particular sample realization ω n . The solution
to the problem is a vector, xnt . If the vector component xtad = 1, then aircraft with
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. Step 0: Initialize V̄t0 (Rt ) and pick an initial state R0 . Set the iteration counter, n = 0. Set the maximum number of iterations N .
. Step 1: Set R0n = R0 , and select ω n ∈ Ω .
. Step 2: Do for t = 0, 1, . . . , T − 1:
. Step 2.1: Solve

n−1
n
(13)
(RM,x (Rtn , xt ))
xn
t = arg maxn C(Rt , xt ) + V̄t
xt ∈Xt

n be the dual variable for constraint (12).
Let v̂ta
. Step 2.2 Update the value function using
x,n
n−1
x
x
n
), Rt−1
, v̂tn ).
(Rt−1
) = U V (V̄t−1
(Rt−1
V̄t−1

. Step 2.3: Update the state of the system using
n
Rt+1
= RM (Rtn , xt , Wt+1 (ω n )).

(14)

. Step 3: If n < N , set n ← n + 1 and return to Step 1.

Fig. 4. The approximate dynamic programming algorithm

attribute a uses decision d. The formulation is described in more detail in Appendix
A.2.
3.3. The Basic ADP Algorithm

In Fig. 4, we sketch a simple ADP algorithm that incorporates the features discussed
in the previous sections. At each iteration, the value function updates based on the
information obtained. Proper design and careful updating of the value function approximation can produce optimizing behavior in the sense that the solution will tend
to get better over the iterations. There is no guarantee, however, that the algorithm
will produce the optimal solution, even in the limit.
We ran some initial calibration experiments to tune the stepsize rule and choose an
appropriate number of iterations. We found that the solution stabilized nicely after 50
iterations, but we ran it for 100 iterations to be safe. Each forward pass over 120 time
periods required 2-3 seconds per iterations, translating to run times of 3-5 minutes.
In step 2.1, we first solve a linear relaxation of the problem to obtain the dual variables. Our research has shown that for this class of approximations, the LP relaxation
returns integer solutions 99.9% of the time (see [Topaloglu and Powell 2006]). If a fractional solution is found, we solve the problem again explicitly as an integer program.
4. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the experiments and results from a series of simulations
that were run using data provided for a Canadian airlift operation. The goal of the research is to quantify the cost of uncertainty, and to determine how this cost is affected
by the use of robust decisions as produced by our ADP algorithm.
The simulation considered the cost of flying aircraft, combined with penalties for
serving demands outside of the specified time windows. Each movement request was
assigned a priority from 1 (lowest) to 8, and a reward was assigned that increased
with the priority of the movement. Coverage is an important metric, but we cannot
guarantee that 100 percent of demands are moved on time. We use penalties for late
movements and lost rewards for demands that are never moved to balance coverage
and on-time performance against the cost of moving aircraft empty. In the experiments
below we focus primarily on the objective function as a measure of solution quality that
captures all these issues.
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Fig. 5. Map of airfields in the Canadian airlift problem.

Our experiments progress in stages. We begin in section 4.1 by providing details
regarding the design of the experiments. In section 4.2, we analyze deterministic
datasets, where we focus on tuning the algorithm and developing an understanding
of the behavior of the model. In section 4.3, we quantify the cost of uncertainty in customer demands using both myopic and robust decision-making behavior. Section 4.4
introduces the additional uncertainty of equipment failures.
4.1. Experimental setup

In this section, we describe the various parameters used in the experimental design
of the airlift problem, using data provided by Defense Research (DRDC) of Canada. In
our experiments, we considered a fleet of 13 aircraft, serving demands that could arise
in 401 locations. Fig. 5 shows the locations of the airfields where the aircraft may move
to serve demands. For the deterministic experiments, 171 demands were considered.
For the stochastic case, we sampled the demands, choosing about 20 percent (in each
iteration) from a pool of 3420 demands. The simulations were run for a period of T =
720 hours (one month), with decisions to assign aircraft to demands made every 6 hours
(which means there are 120 time periods). A typical subproblem (see step 2.1 of Fig. 4)
had about 10 aircraft and 70 demands. The objective function (2) includes the rewards
for covering the demands, costs for moving the aircraft from one location to another
and penalties for unserved demands. Each subproblem was solved to optimality using
a commercial solver.
4.2. Deterministic demands

We first focused on a purely deterministic model to develop an understanding of both
the original problem and the behavior of the ADP algorithm under different modeling
parameters. Of particular importance is a parameter known as the planning horizon.
This refers to the time-period over which we can anticipate resources will be available, enabling us to make decisions to act upon those resources. At time t, we allowed
the model to assign aircraft to demands that were both actionable within a specified
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Fig. 6. Effect of planning horizon and ADP for a deterministic dataset, as a function of the number of
iterations n of the ADP algorithm.

planning horizon. A planning horizon of 0 means that we could only assign aircraft
available now to requirements that could be moved right now. Fig. 6 shows the fraction of demands that were covered for planning horizons of 0, 12 and 24 hours, over the
iterations of the ADP algorithm. The results show that the ADP algorithm produces a
significant improvement in its ability to cover demands if the planning horizon is set to
zero, achieving almost 99 percent coverage. When the planning horizon is lengthened
to 12 or 24 hours, we obtain virtually 100 percent coverage even with a myopic policy.
The results demonstrate that the value function approximations can produce desirable
results for a deterministic dataset with no advance information.
A careful analysis of the data and these initial results showed us that the problem
is extremely simple. All the aircraft are identical. If all the demands can be covered,
and there is no differentiation between the aircraft, then looking into the future offers
almost no value. The travel times are quite short. Most movements can be made within
6 hours, and virtually all can be made within 12 hours.
The most difficult problem we faced was the classical challenge of sequencing demands within the time windows which define when a demand is allowed to be served.
Typically, in a stochastic, dynamic problem, we are trying to serve as many demands
as we can, as quickly as possible. If we cannot serve all demands with available aircraft, we determine which ones to serve using a combination of assignment costs, the
value of the demand (determined by its priority), and the downstream value function.
It is the value function (which gives the value of the aircraft after the demand is completed) that helps us with the sequencing (for example, we can serve a short demand
now and still cover another demand later). The execution times for the ADP algorithm
are not affected by the presence of wide time windows. By contrast, wide time windows
can produce a dramatic increase in the execution times for column-generation methods (see [Desrosiers et al. 1984], [Desrosiers et al. 1995], and [Powell and Chen 1999]).
We can obtain very high quality solutions with tight time windows, or very wide time
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Fig. 7. Objective function for prebook times of 0,2 and 6 hours, with and without ADP.

windows. When there is a mixture of tight and wide time windows, we will notice a
modest degradation in solution quality (run times are the same under all scenarios).
4.3. Random demands

The next set of experiments introduced uncertainty in the demands. Demands were
divided between strategic demands (those known in advance) and dynamic demands
which are revealed as the system evolves. We assumed that each dynamic demand was
first learned at time τ pb (the prebook time) before the beginning of the time window
for the demand. That is, if t is the knowable time (the time at which we learn about
the demand), then the actionable time (the earliest time at which the demand can be
served) is t + τ pb . We randomized the dynamic demands by taking the original set of
dynamic demands, making five copies of each demand, and then randomly including
each demand in a sample path with probability 0.2, so that the total number of demands remains roughly correct. In this way, we honestly do not know what demands
will be in the system before the time at which each demand becomes known.
Fig. 7 shows the objective functions for prebook times of 0, 2 and 6 hours. Each
run was performed with and without ADP. The value functions produce a noticeable
improvement if the prebook time is 0, but the improvement is negligible when the
prebook time is 2 or 6 hours.
Fig. 8 gives the percentage improvement in the demand coverage (over a myopic
policy) when the ADP procedure is used. We note that each run (with and without
value functions) was performed with the exact same set of demand realizations (we
use a different random sample of demands at each iteration, but use the exact same
sample for each run).
An analysis of the actual demand coverage using each policy enabled us to determine
the value of knowing demands in advance when demands were uncertain. The demand
coverage obtained using the two policies is shown in Fig. 9. It is seen that the demand
coverage improves as the prebook time is increased. The effect of the additional prebook time, however, is reduced significantly when we use approximate value functions.
Without ADP, the improvement in the coverage as the prebook time increases from 0
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Fig. 8. Improvement in demand coverage as a result of ADP, for three different prebook times.

to 2 hours appears to rise from just over 90 percent to almost 98 percent. With ADP,
the coverage increases from just under 96 percent to 98 percent.
These results demonstrate that the value of advance information is significant if we
use a myopic policy, but is reduced dramatically when we use a robust policy obtained
with ADP. Therefore, we feel that analyses that do not use robust decisions significantly overestimate the value of reducing uncertainty. These results make intuitive
sense because if we assume a perfect future (say, we need three aircraft at a location),
then we will plan accordingly, providing only what is precisely needed. A robust solution might provide additional aircraft, or might place aircraft at central locations
where they can be dispatched quickly to regions where they are needed. Our results
show that the ADP solution is less sensitive to uncertainty, so we feel that it is fair to
conclude that ADP is producing a robust policy. It does not seem surprising, then, that
if you use a robust policy, then reducing the level of uncertainty will have less of an
impact than when you are assuming a perfect forecast.
4.4. Random aircraft failures

We next introduced the behavior that aircraft may fail at the end of each segment. The
first set of results is shown in Fig. 10, which reports on the following runs: a) Aircraft
which break down, and a myopic policy. b) Aircraft which break down, but using ADP.
c) Aircraft do not break down, and a myopic policy (the objective function in this case
does not change with the iterations - there is no random sampling of breakdowns, and
no learning as there is with ADP). d) Aircraft do not break down, but using ADP. These
runs assumed demands were deterministic, but dynamic demands became known with
no advance warning. The results clearly show that the solution quality degrades in the
presence of equipment failures, whether or not we use ADP.
Fig. 11 shows the objective function for all possible combinations: random and deterministic demands, with and without aircraft failures, and using a myopic policy or an
ADP algorithm (eight runs in total). Throughout, dynamic demands remained with no
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Fig. 10. Objective function in the presence/absence of breakdowns with and without learning using ADP.

advance warning. The runs are listed in the legend in the same order as the objective
function at the last iteration.
These runs produce the following expected results. a) The best results (highest objective function) are obtained with deterministic demands, no breakdowns and with
an ADP algorithm. b) The worst results are obtained with random demands, aircraft
failures and no adaptive learning. c) Randomness in demands or aircraft failures produces worse results than without this source of randomness (and all else held equal).
d) Learning using ADP always outperforms a myopic policy (with all else held equal).
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Fig. 11. Objective function for all combinations: DD - deterministic demands; RD - random demands; B with aircraft failures; NB - without aircraft failures; L - using ADP; NL - myopic policy.

Other results are not obvious, and probably depend on the specific dataset. For our
experiments, we found: e) Randomness in demands has a more negative impact than
aircraft failures, with or without ADP. f) Randomness in demands with a policy using
ADP outperforms deterministic demands with a myopic policy, when aircraft breakdowns are allowed (this result is especially surprising).
5. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments with the Canadian airlift problem accomplish two goals. First, we
show that ADP produces consistently higher quality solutions in the presence of uncertainty than a myopic policy. We evaluated the policy in the presence of both random
demands and equipment failures, obtaining consistent results in both cases. We note
that our myopic policy is more sophisticated than the rule-based policies used in simulators by the airlift mobility command, and is a policy that is widely used in commercial
software packages for solving real-time routing and scheduling problems.
Second, we show that the use of the type of robust policy produced by ADP lowers
the cost of uncertainty, and therefore lowers the value of advance information. This
result suggests that estimates of the value of knowing customer demands farther in
advance may be significant less than those that would be estimated using an optimization model that does not properly handle the uncertainty of future events.
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APPENDIX
A.1. Evolution of the system

We use R̂t to represent exogenous changes to the resource state vector that occur between t − 1 and t. For example, it could include new customer demands or equipment
failures (a plane that should have been available at time t = 192 will now be available
at t = 204). We note that in a more general model, we can allow exogenous information
(represented by Wt ) that changes other elements of the problem than just the resource
vector.
We model the evolution of the state of individual resources (the aircraft) using the
attribute transition function at+1 = aM (at , dt , Wt+1 ) which describes how the attribute vector changes as a result of new information, Wt+1 , and a decision dt acting
on a particular resource with attribute at . For example, suppose an aircraft at location
J is acted upon by a decision to serve a demand in location K. This changes its location
attribute from J to K. At the same time, its loaded/empty status is transformed from
empty to loaded. For algebraic purposes, we also define an indicator function,

1 if aM (a, d, W ) = a0 ,
δa0 (a, d, W ) =
(15)
0 otherwise.
We can apply the attribute transition function to all the resources, which produces
the resource transition function represented using Rt+1 = RM (Rt , xt , Wt+1 ). We
may write the evolution of the resource vector using
XX
Rt+1,a0 =
δa0 (a, d, Wt+1 )xtad .
(16)
a∈A d∈D

The post-decision attribute state of a single resource captures the effect of the
decision dt , but not the effect of new information Wt+1 . This would be written as
axt = aM,x (at , dt ). We may represent this transformation using an indicator function
δa0 (a, d) similar to the previous indicator function in equation (15).

1 if aM,x (a, d) = a0 ,
δa0 (a, d) =
(17)
0 otherwise.
This allows us to represent the evolution of the post-decision state as follows:
XX
x
Rta
δa0 (a, d)xtad .
0 =

(18)

a∈A d∈D

Using equations (16) and (18) and the notation for exogenous changes in the resource
vector, we can establish the following relation between the pre- and post-decision resource vectors:
x
Rt+1,a = Rta
+ R̂t+1,a .

(19)

A.2. Formulation of the decision problem

We first define the following terms:
DD A = The set of decisions to serve demands.
bd = The demand type corresponding to decision d ∈ DD .
The feasible set for the decision problem has to satisfy the following constraints: There
should be conservation of flows, and a demand can be covered only once. The complete
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formulation of the decision problem is given in equation (11).
!
xnt

= arg maxn
xt ∈Xt

XX

ctad xtad +

a∈A d∈D

X

n−1
x
V̄ta
(Rta
0)
0

,

(20)

a0 ∈A

where Xtn is given by
X

A,n
xtad = Rta
,

(21)

d∈D

X

D,n
xtad ≤ Rt,b
,
d

d ∈ DD ,

(22)

a∈A

xtad ≥ 0 and integer.

(23)
x
Rta
0

The elements of the post-decision state resource vector
are computed using equation (18). Equations (21) and (22) represent the flow conservation constraint and the
constraint that a demand can be covered only once, respectively. The latter constraint
applies only to those decisions that represent serving demands, that is, each d ∈ DD
for which there is a corresponding demand type, bd ∈ B.
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